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Embassy Suites Chicago –
Downtown/ Lakefront
EMBASSY SUITES CHICAGO-DOWNTOWN/
Lakefront (embassysuites1.hilton.com) is
ideally situated near Michigan Avenue, just
two blocks from the Magnificent Mile and
Chicago River and three blocks to Navy Pier.
The hotel showcases exceptional views of
downtown Chicago and offers guests bright,
modern suite accommodations accented with
the Chicago skyline. Upon entering the hotel’s lobby, guests are greeted by Chicago’s
largest live wall and water feature, providing
soothing sounds in an eco-friendly and inviting community environment.
Each of the hotel’s 455 suites features a
private bedroom, separate living area with sofa
sleeper, two 37-inch televisions, and a refrigerator and microwave standard in each suite.
Guests appreciate the complimentary full
cooked-to-order breakfast each morning
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and the complimentary evening Manager’s
Reception featuring a snacks and cocktails.
The hotel is ideal for business travelers interested in entertaining clients and
holding company meetings. The property’s
20,000 square feet of meeting space renovation was just completed in February of
2012 and features state-of-the-art amenities
and audiovisual and videoconferencing equipment. Their business center is updated and
now features new all-in-one Dell PCs and a
Mac station.
Guests seeking unique dining experiences
will enjoy the easy access to P.J. Clarke’s, incredible sushi at Oysy or create your own meal
at the nearby Fox & Obel gourmet grocer, all
located either in the complex or less than a
block away.

The hotel was recently selected as one
of Chicago’s top ten hotels for business
travelers by Crains Chicago Business magazine and in April 2012’s edition of Parents
Magazine the Embassy Brand was named
the number one brand for family travel.
The Chicago Lakefront Embassy Suites was
specifically mentioned as the “Can’t Miss”
location.
The hotel is owned by Host Hotels &
Resorts and operated by Hilton Worldwide. The
Chicago Lakefront Embassy is the best choice
for travelers seeking a sophisticated home base
from which to explore and enjoy the Windy
City.
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Hotel exterior (upper right); living wall water feature in the hotel
lobby (center); concierge area (center left); suite living area
(center right); pool (bottom left); fitness room (bottom right)
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